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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
FELLOW GROWERS 

This edition of the Dried Fruits News includes the Board of Management Report 
to the 70th Annual Meeting of Federal Council. 

The Board Report reveals a wide field of ,endeavour to advance and defend the 
interests of participants in the dried fruits industry. 

The pursuit of this goal has required the development of close working 
relationships with Ministers, Members of Parliament and senior public servants in 
Government departments. 

Political representation also involves extending our views and policies to the 
National Farmers' Federation and other agricultural and community organisations. 
The Board's responsibilities in exercising marketing disciplines and launching new 
initiatives has required close contact with commercial people within our industry and 
the dried fruits trade. 

Our substantial investment in research and development demands ongoing 
communication with the scientific community. 

As my involvement in these activities concludes this month, I will share my 
observations of the special strengths of our industry. These strengths have been 
essential to the industry's development and the stature of its achievements within 
Australian horticulture. 

It is my conviction that these strengths will be equally pertinent for the future. 
The organisation of our industry is clearly its greatest strength. 
The vertical integration of growers, processors and marketing agents within the 

voluntary association of the ADFA provides the base for effective representation and 
concerted actions to address opportunities and adversities in the world trade for 
dried fruit. 

The ADFA is primarily a commercial organisation, and the participation of 
elected representation of growers in the industry's major forums is indeed a 
strength. 

Marketing decisions are based on the realities of the market place, but are 
certainly influenced by the needs and abilities of producers and processors. 

The balance of inputs from each segment of the industry ensures responsible 
decisions. The dried fruits industry's disciplined, long term commitment to export 
market development, is a vital element of our international competitiveness. 

The ability of our industry to confine competition in international markets to 
competitors from other countries is rare within Australian horticulture. 

A multiplicity of undisciplined sellers is the major reason for the failure of many 
horticultural industries to realise their export potential, and a guarantee that export 
returns will fall below their potential as a consequence of excessive price 
competition. 

The adversities confronting our industry at this time are daunting. 
Recession in the major markets of the world has reduced demand. Upheaval 

and poverty in other nations have concentrated supply into fewer markets and 
undermined prices. 

The mounting pressure to produce to much higher standards must be matched 
with superior achievements if we are to maintain our position at the top end of the 
market. 

Our domestic market is being progressively undermined by the prevailing 
policies of both sides of Parliament and greater efficiency of production is our only 
answer to this injustice. 

As in every period of adversity we can expect the hibernating critics of our 
industry structure to emerge with vociferous new energy. 

Paradoxically it is in adversity that the structure is most precious and also most 
threatened. 

It iS imperative that our industry addresses any failings of its struct'ure or 
performance from within its democratic organisation. 

The serious endeavours of mushroom organisations to challenge and denigrate 
the ADFA vehicle in difficult times have unfailingly delivered negative results for the 
whole industry. 

It is my hope and strong view that our industry will best meet the challenges 
ahead by continuing to apply the concerted energy and talents of its participants 
through the ADFA. 

Henry Tankard 
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EXPORT REPORT 
I have now completed my first year as Chairman of 

the Australian Dried Fruits Board. I am pleased to 
report that we have a Board that is working very well, 
with all Members making valuable contributions. 
During my first year I have had the opportunity to chair 
the International Sultana Conference and visit markets 
in Germany, United Kingdom and New Zealand. Also 1 
have kept close contact with growers and packers in 
Australia. 

In this report I will concentrate on the marketing of 
sultanas. You will recall that in 1989 and 1990 small 
crops resulted in restricted export sales of 37,000 
tonnes and 34,000 tonnes respectively. 

The export target for 1991 season sultanas was 
56,000 tonnes. Initially sales progressed at a 
satisfactory rate and during September 1991, exporters 
were estimating sales would be 54,000 tonnes at the 
end of February 1992. From October 1991 onwards 
the order position and new order prospects 
deteriorated at an increasing rate particularly during· 
January/February 1992. At the end of February, export 
sales of 47,000 tonnes were achieved. 

The reasons given by buyers tor cancellations and 
lack of new orders were 

1. Some Turkish sultanas are equal quality to 
Australian; 

2. Australian prices are about $300 per tonne above 
Turkish prices; 

3. Some overseas markets are overloaded with 
Iranian sultanas being sold at around 40% below 
the Australian price. Afghan raisins are also being 
sold at very low prices; 

4. Consumer demand is down due to the economic 
conditions. 

Historically, Iran has sold their sultanas to Eastern 
Bloc countries. The economic and political changes in 
these countries has resulted in increased production, 
improved quality and significantly reduced demand 
resulting in Iran selling into Australia's traditional 

· markets at low prices. This has undermined Australian 
sales strategy of selling on a forward contract basis 
and some of our major buyers have switched their 
sales programme to a cheaper product because their 
customers are judging Turkish and Iranian prices and 
quality to be better value than the Australian price and 
quality. 

During 1991 season, quality became a major issue. 
Despite pertect drying conditions last year, the 1991 
pack was not well received by the market. In 
summary, Australian 1991 season prices were too high 
for the quality of sultanas and were well out of line 
with the market from October t99t onwards. 

At the commencement of the 1992 season the 
industry's position was as follows:-
!. Some major overseas buyers were grossly 

overstocked. The Board approved special deals 
tailored to each market to move slow moving stock, 
linking the deals with new contracts lor 1991 and 
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1992 season SUltanas. AUSTRALIAN DRIED FRUITS BOARD 

2. Availability of sultanas lor the 1992 marketing year 
is Tonnes 
1991 Season Uncommitted Stock 12,400 
1992 Season Production 92 300 
Total Sultanas Available 104,700 
Less: Domestic Sales Forecast 26,000 

Export Sales Forecast 52 000 
Uncommitted Stock (1993 Carryover) 26 000 

3. 1991 Season Export Orders since 1/3/92 to 30/6/92 
Tonnes 

Canada 
New Zealand 
Poland 
China 
Others 
Less Cancellations 
Total 

4. 1992 Season Export Order to 30/6/92:-

1,615 
1,032 

663 
124 
24 

.11.Ql!) 
3 350 

Tonnes 
Germany/Austria 18,741 
Canada 2,283 
New Zealand 842 
United Kingdom 6,107 
Japan 1.494 
Others 3 787 
Total 33 254 

5. The outcome for this year is heavily dependent on 
the 1992 Northern Hemisphere crop. A major· crop 
failure would mean an opportunity to significantly 
increase exports and reduce the 1993 carryover. 
On the other hand a large top quality crop will place 
considerable pressure on our forecasted export 
sales. 

6. Many overseas buyers have judged that there is a 
surplus of sultanas and are not placing forward 
orders. A comparison of 1991 orders to 1992 
orders illustrates this point: 

Germany/Austria 
Canada * 
New Zealand .. 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
Others 
Total 

1991 
as at 12/7/91 

19,768 
10,343 
3,120 
8,262 
2,001 
4 041 

47 535 + 

1992 
as at 30/6/92 

18,741 
2,283 

842 
6,107 
1,494 
3 787 

33 ... 254 

+ Some of the 1991 order were cancelled in 
January/February 1992. 
Orders placed since 1/3/92 for 1992 season sultanas. 

At the June 30, 1992, orders in hand lor 1991 and 
·1992 season sultanas are 36,604 tonnes against an 
export forecast of 52,000 tonnes. The above 
comparison of last year's orders with this year's orders 
to date reflects depressed world markets, low priced 
competition, improved Turkish quality and a different 
attitude of buyers to Australian sultanas. Towards the 
end of 1992 season, many of our major buyers found 
themselves overstocked with Australian sultanas that 
were difficult to sell. In summary, buyers do not see a 
shortage of sultanas and with the exception of 
Germany and United Kingdom, are not prepared to 
make forward commitments. I and the Board 
acknowledge the seriousness of the order position and 
the estimated large carryover and are doing everything 
possible to stimulate sales. 
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Federal Council 1992 
Board of Management Report 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The A.D.F.A. has been involved in a number of major 
issues over the past year, including: 

a major review of domestic marketing strategies for 
Dried Vine Fruits, with the result being a reduced price 
and increased supply of manufacturing grade Sultanas 
for industrial users, and the introduction of a volume 
buy promotion rebate for both Sultanas and Raisins. 
the review of the role and activities of the NSW Dried 
Fruits Board. The retention of this Board with all of its 
necessary powers is a major achievement given the 
hostile nature of the review's initial report and the 
general de-regulatory environment of the present time. 
contribution to public debate and the lobbying of 
Government on issues such as tariff reductions, 
superannuation guarantee proposals, the importance of 
statutory marketing arrangements, irrigation and water 
quality, etc. 
participation in the Food Policy Alliance with its major 
policy initiatives to upgrade the arrangements for the 
inspection of imported foods, introduce a charter for 
truth in labelling, opposition to the inclusion of imported 
goods in a proposal for mutual recognition of standards 
between States, and opposition to a proposed strategy 
for the enhancement of export manufactured foods in a 
manner not in the interest of growers and support for 
the retention of statutory marketing arrangements. 
participation in the creation of the Australian Council of 
Viticulture and its successful bid for a Federal 
Government grant to a Co-operative Research Centre 
(CRC) for Viticulture. This CRC will see an additional 
$12.4 million being directed to viticultural research over 
the next 7 years. The A.D.F.A. Board of Management 
is represented on the CRC Board. 

1.2 The Board has met formally on the following occasions 
since Federal Council 1991 : 

2 x 3 day meetings 
7 x 2 day meetings 
1 x 1 day meetings 

In addition the Board was also involved in general Industry 
meetings convened by the A.D. F. A. 

1.3 Board Members were also involved in 3 meetings of the 
Tree Fruits committee and many other activities, meetings, 
and representations on behalf of the A.D.F.A. These 
included representations to Government and Members of 
Parliament; attendance at A.D.F.A. Branch, District 
Council, and State Conferences; committees and public 
meetings in regard to tree fruits, taxation, irrigation, salinity, 
classing and sorting procedures, bin tipping, marketing 
strategy, hail insurance, dried fruits research, etc. 

1.4 In addition to the general affairs of the Board and the sub
committees noted above, Board Members have been 
involved in, or have stimulated and considered the reports 
of, the following committees: 
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Australian Council of Viticulture 
Australian Vine Improvement Association Inc. 
A.D.F.A. Shop Management Committee 
Co-operative Research Centre for Viticulture 
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Horticulture Advisory Council 
Dried Fruits Research and DeVelopment Council 
Liaison Forum on Chemicals in Horticulture (S.A.) 
Mallee Regional Salinity Task Force 
D.V.F. Market Research and Development Unit 
Long Term Marketing Strategy Committee 
National Farmers' Federation 
N.F.F. Trade Committee 
Production Problems Committee 
Receivals and Processing Committee 
Riverland Horticultural Council 
Riverland Grape Industry Council 

State Council, Sbuth Australia 
Sunraysia District Council 
Sunraysia and Riverland Committee on Salinity 
Sunraysia Rural Advisory Council (RWC Vic) 
Victorian and Murray Valley Vine Improvement Association 
Inc. 
Viticultural Nursery Committee 

2. 1992 HARVEST 

2.1 The start of the 1992 harvest was typified by relatively cool 
weather resulting in slow drying conditions, with conditions 
improving later in the harvest. 

2.2 Sultanas: The most significant feature of the 1992 
Sultana harvest was the extrell'!ely large production with 
the estimated 92,350 tonnes being on par with the 
industry's largest ever crop. In comparison to the previous 
harvest a lesser proportion of the crop was of 5 crown 
grade, but more than 75% was classified as light fruit in 
the 4 and 5 crown grades. 

2.3 Currants: The W.A. Currant crop was again devastated 
by heavy rains throughout the drying period. Rain in late 
January caused some minor damage in the Sunraysia and 
Riverland. The estimated production of approximately 
6,500 packed tonnes was less than that originally 
anticipated. 

2.4 Raisins: Favourable drying conditions aided the 
production of good quality Raisins, with the final production 
exceeding industry requirements. 

2.5 Apricots: It was initially feared that there would be a low 
production of Dried Apricots with insufficient quantities to 
service available markets. These fears appeared to be 
realised when cool conditions slowed deliveries to packers, 
but a late surge provided a larger crop than originally 
anticipated of fruit of both good quality and size. 

2.6 Peaches: Favourable drying conditions aided the 
production of an increased volume of Dried Peaches of fair 
average quality. 

2.7 Pears: Strong demand and high returns from the fresh 
fruit market led to a low tonnage of Pears being dried, with 
the resulting product being of high quality. 

3. PRODUCTION 

3.1 Estimated production of Season 1992 fruit of grade quality, 
as at April 30, 1992, compared with the previous 3 
seasons is: 

A.D.F.A. Total 
Industry 

(Tonnes) 1989 1990 1991 1992 1992' 

Currants 3,794 5,027 3,044 5,366 6,454 
Sultanas 53,065 49,455 73,449 83,210 92,350 
T.S.R.'s 183 304 323 32 677 
Raisins 2,790 4,424 5,100 4,301 4,808 
Apricots 1,454 1,093 710 973 2,658 
Peaches 119 127 135 157 520 
Pears 115 76 107 54 352 

"' Note: Estimates only for Season 1992. 

3.2 The actual A.D.F.A. availability for the 1992/93 marketing 
year is represented by the above figures together with the 
A.D.F.A. stock-on-hand of previous Season's fruit as at 
March 1, 1992, of 80 tonnes of Currants, 14,030 tonnes of 
Sultanas, 2,621 tonnes of Raisins, 5 tonnes of Apricots, 26 
tonnes of Peaches, and 24 tonnes of Pears. 

3.3 The following 3 graphs show total A.D.F.A. production and 
the amount sold on both Australian and Export markets. 
Please note that these graphs are on the basis of sales 
from a season of production and should not be confused 
with annual deliveries which are shown in paragraph 4.2. 
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4. MARKETING 

> I i B EXPORT .:B AUST i 

4.1 A.D.F.A. sales on the Australian market calculated on a 
seasonal basis and as admitted into final adjustment or 
equalization have been: 

Currants 
Sultanas+ 
Raisins 

A.D.F.A. Australian Sales 
Seasonal Basis - Tonnes 

1988 1989 1990 

3,713 
18,004 
1,721 

23.438 

3,657 
17,062 

1,772 

22,491 

3,886 
18,396 
2,852 

25,134 

1991' 

2,964 
28.479 

4,024 

35.467 

+ including 40 gram packs * estimates as at 30.4.1992 

These figures relate to total sales from a season's 
production which may extend over 18 months or more, and 
may not give a true indication of a year's sales. 

4.2 For a period of 12 months to the end of February each 
year, A.D.F.A. Dried Vine Fruit deliveries in Australia are as 
follows: 

Currants 
Sultanas+ 
T.S.R."s 
Raisins 

A.D.F .A. Australian Deliveries 
(Tpnnes) 

29.2.1989 28.2.1990 28.2.1991 28.2.1992 

3,995 3,427 4,084 2,994 
17,876 18,328 19,655 18,530 

117 109 315 256 
3,118 2.450 2,820 2,702 

25,106 24,314 26,874 24.482 

+ includes 40 gram packs 
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4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

4.6 

For the year ended February 29, 1992, total consumption 
of Dried Vine Fruit in Australia was 38,288 tonnes with the 
source of supply being A.D.F.A. 24,482 tonnes, Non
A.D.F.A. Australian fruit 5,054 tonnes and imports 8,752 
tonnes. 
The comparative tonnage for 1990/91 was 36,494 tonnes 
of Dried Vine Fruit delivered within Australia. It is pleasing 
to note that the Australian tonnage has remained relatively 
constant, but unfortunately the A.D.F.A tonnage has been 
reduced in favour of Angas Park, and the level of imports 
has increased significantly. 
For the period of 12 months to the end of February each 
year, comparative A.D.F.A. Vine Fruit deliveries on export 
are: 

A.D.F.A. Export Deliveries 

Currants 
Sultanas* 
T.S.R."s 
Raisins 

28.2.1989 
536 

48,310 

(Tonnes) 
28.2.1990 

124 
36,539 

28.2.1991 
1,146 

32,109 

29.2.1992 
78 

41,220 

2,634 

51,480 

729 

37,392 

977 

34,232 

722 

42,020 

* Includes 40 gram pack-s.--

The deliveries in paragraph 4.2 and 4.3 include Sultanas in 
40 gram packs as follows: 

A.D.F.A. 40 Gram Pack 

Australian 
Export 

28.2.1989 
647 

69 

(Tonnes) 
28.2.1990 28.2.1991 

657 556 
58 30 

29.2.1992 
655 

17 

715 586 672 

Vine Fruits: Season 1990 Currants, Sultanas and Raisins 
were finalised in the past year with the following A.D.F.A. 
sales tonnages. The commitments for Season 1991 
varieties as at 30.4.1992, are also shown. 

(Tonnes) 
Australia 
U.K. 
Continent 
Canada 
New Zealand 
Other 
Total 

(Tonnes) 
Australia 
U.K. 
Continent 
Canada 
New Zealand 
Other 
Total 

Currants 
3,886 

1 
519 
511 
114 

5,031 

1990 
A.D.F.A. Final Sales 

Sultanas Raisins 
18,396 2.852 
5,435 600 

12,853 
7,710 
2,816 
2,198 

49,408 

1991 

217 
254 
146 

4,070 

A.D.F .A. Estimated Sales 
Currants Sultanas Raisins 

2,964 28,479 4,024 
7,450 275 

20,322 10 
73 9,566 166 
10 3,966 131 

2,540 122 
3,047 72,323 4,728 

Allocations of Dried Vine Fruits for the 1992/93 marketing 
year have been made from the tot~! availability of fruit, 
including stocks-on-hand from prev1ous season_s. ~he 
allocations set by the A.D.F.A. and the Australian Dned 
Fruits Board as at May 13, 1992 are: 

1992/93 Industry Allocations 
(Tonnes) Currants Sultanas Seeded 

Australia* 4,600 24,000 
UK & Ireland 300 9,650 
Germany 20,000 
Other Europe 100 4,800 
Canada 400 14,000 
New Zealand 600 3,500 
Japan 1 00 1 ,500 
Other 100 3,700 
Reserve 11 ,200 
Total 6,200 92,350 
* includes planned carry-over to 1993/94 

Raisins 
3.700 

500 

250 
250 

60 
300 

1,808 
6,868 
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4. 7 Tree Fruits: Minimal levels of Dried Tree Fruits were 
carried into the 1992 Season. Australian Dried Apricots 
were actually in very short supply by the end of the 1991 
marketing year with Australian Dried Fruits Sales Pty. Ltd. 
having to severely ration some of its customers to prevent 
its Sunbeam brand from being delisted from supermarkets 
as a result of being out of stock for an excessive period. 
The Season 1992 production of Dried Apricots closely 
matches domestic requirements, and accordingly there will 
be only minimal exports from A.D.F.A. sources of this 
variety. 
The following graph shows the disposal of A.D.F.A. Apricots 
on the basis of season of production. 

APRICOTS 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

I • EXPORT ~ AUST 

The limited stock of Pears should be readily cleared during 
1992, but will jeopardise long term marketing plans to clear 
significant volumes of this fruit through fruit-salads and fruit 
medleys as the limited availability of any one ingredient 
variety effectively prevents the supply of the blended 
product. 

4.8 Australian sales by the A.D.F.A. for the last four seasons 
have been: 

1988 

Apricots 1,153 
Peaches 78 
Pears 76 
* Estimate only 

A.D.F.A. Australian Sales 
Seasonal Basis • Tonnes 

1989 1990 1991* 

1,099 852 657 
72 105 131 
65 54 97 

4.9 For the period of 12 months to the end of February each 
year, A.D.F.A. Tree Fruit deliveries in Australia are as 
follows: 

A.D.F.A. Australian Deliveries 
Year Ended 

(Tonnes) 

February 28 Apricots Peaches Pears 

1988 1,160 80 55 
1989 1,059 79 50 
1990 968 88 85 
1991 1,105 147 70 
1992 725 109 79 

4.10 Realisations 1990 Season: F.O.B. realisations to Packing 
companies per packed tonne on Season 1990 production 
are as follows: (these are average before deduction of 
Packers' costs and chargeS, and conversion to receival 
weights). 

Realisations 1990 Season 
(Per Tonne) Base Grade Australia Export 

Currants 4 Crown 2,077 1 ,842 
Sultanas 4 Crown 2,116 1 ,666 
Raisins 4 Crown 1 ,850 1 ,384 
Apricots F.L. 7,309 6,134 
Peaches F.L. 7,312 5,493 
Pears F.L. 5,083 5,041 
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Average 
2,021 
1,846 
1,723 
7,102 
7,057 
5,080 

4.11 Realisations 1991 Season: Realisations to Packing 
_companies for Season 1991 production are estimated as: 

Realisations 1990 Season 

(Per Tonne). Base Grade Australia 
$ 

2,184 
2,219 
1,857 
7,682 
6,119 
5,503 

Export Average 
$ 

2,195 
N/A 
NiA 

7,644 

Currants 
Sultanas 
Raisins 
Apricots 
Peaches 
Pears 

4 Crown 
5·Crown 
5 Crown 
F.L. 
F.L. 
F.L. 

$ 
2,457 
1,551 
1,175 
6,874 
6,119 
5,503 

6,119 
5,503 

5. PRICES - AUSTRALIA 
5.1 Dried Vine Fruits: An alarming increase in the level of 

imported Dried Sultanas and the excessive stock holdings 
of Australian fruit have required the Board to be more 
aggressive in attempting to win back a greater share of the 
domestic market. 
Major initiatives in the last year include: 

- A 4% reduction in the price of all grades of Sultanas 
and Seeded Raisins effective from January 1, 1992. 

- Finalisation and implementation of a volume buy 
promotion rebate scheme to act as an inducement 
for large manufacturing users of Dried Vine Fruits to 
utilise only Australian fruit. The rates applicable for 
the volume buy promotion rebate are: 

Annual Purchase Rebate 
100 to 400 tonnes $100/tonne 
400 to 600 tonnes $150/tonne 
600 to 1000 tonnes $225/tonne 
Greater than 1000 tonnes $300/tonne 

Industry agreement to provide an increased tonnage of 
manufacturing grade Sultanas. 6,000 tonnes of the 
Season 1991 carryover have been earmarked for this 
purpose at a net price of $1,900 per tonne, with the 
industry making a commitment to provide an ongoing 
supply of this cheaper fruit for manufacturing purposes. 

This increased tonnage of manufacturing grade fruit will 
necessarily include significant tonnages of fruit capable of 
being packed as a crown grade product, but the industry 
recognises that it will produce greater revenue by selling 
this fruit _at cheaper prices to displace imported -supplies 
rather than having to compete on the even lower priced 
export market. 
In recognition of the world shortage of Currants, the price 
for this variety was increased significantly on both the 
domestic and export markets. The recommended prices for 
Natural Sultanas/TSRs has not changed since the last 
Federal Council. 

5.2 Tree Fruits: The price for Season 1992 Dried Apricots was 
increased by 5% with a realignment of the pricing 
differential between grades resulting in an increase of 9% 
for fancy medium and slabs. These increases were 
determined in December 1991 and were in response to the 
strong demand for consumer packeted Dried Apricots; the 
likely limited intake of Dried Apricots; and a need for 
A.D.F.A. packers to provide a competitive return to 
growers. 
Domestic prices for Dried Peaches and Dried Pears were 
also adjusted in line with market prices resulting in an 
increase of 6% to 7% for Peaches and approximately 13% 
for Pears. 

6. PRICES - EXPORT 
6.1 Dried Vine Fruit: When setting prices for the 1992 export 

season the Australian Dried Fruits Board was very much 
aware that there was a large carryover of 1991 Sultanas, 
both in Australia and in overseas buyers warehouses. 
This added to the problem of selling the huge 1992 crop. 
The carryover of 1991 Sultanas was largely the result of 
the dumping of Iranian fruit on Western markets. This fruit 
would have normally been destined for sale in Eastern Bloc 
countries. 
The resultant downward pressure on prices left Australian 
fruit very expensive compared to other fruit on offer. 
The Australian Dried Fruits Board reduced prices on 
season 1991 fruit in selected markets and the 1992 
Sultanas were priced at 10 to 15% below 1991 opening 
prices. 
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Raisin prices were reduced in some markets. 
Currant prices were increased to well above the domestic 
price. 
From most markets the return in Australian dollars will 
depend on the exchange rate. 

6.2 Dried Tree Fruits: Open allocations were set for the export 
of all Dried Tree Fruits enabling marketers to use their own 
commercial. judgement in determining the best market, 
however pnces for all export markets were set so as to 
achieve the same return as a domestic sale. 

7. GENERAL 
7.1 Imports: The import of Sultanas into Australia increased by 

63% in the marketing year ending February 29, 1992 with a 
total tonnage of 7,994 tonnes, including 6,605 tonnes from 
Turkey. Dried Apricots saw an increase of 41% with a total 
of 1, 799 tonnes. 
The imports of Currants and other varieties of Dried Vine 
Fruits increased but at manageable levels, while there were 
negligible imports of other Dried Tree Fruit varieties. 
A comparative level of imports is shown in the following 
charts: 
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Fruit from Turkey remains the major problem faced by the 
industry in both Dried Vine Fruits (75.5% of total imports of 
these varieties) and Dried Apricots (93.9%), however 
Sultanas were also imported from Iran (874 tonnes) and 
Greece (476 tonnes). If the embargo on trade with South 
Africa is lifted, the Australian industry will face another 
major threat, particularly for Dried Tree Fruits. 

7.2 Import Duties: Duties on the import of Dried Fruits into 
Australia from July 1, 1992 are: 

Vine Fruits 
Tree Fruits 

General 

15% 
10% 
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Concessional 

10% 
5% 

The concessional rate is available to all countries of origin 
considered to be "developing countries". Many Dried Fruit 
producing countries qualify for this concession, including 
Turkey, Mexico, Chile, Iran and Afghanistan. 
The general tariff on both Dried Vine Fruits and Tree Fruits 
will be progressively reduced from 1992 to a general rate 
of 5% in 1996 and a corresponding concessional rate of 
niL 
These reduced tariffs will stimulate increased demand for 
imports and place further pressure on prices within the 
domestic market. 

7.3 Import Inspection: A study of the Federal Government's 
imported food inspection programme has revealed it to be 
a less than token effort unable to come to grips with the 
magnitude of the task before it. 
The analysis of the import inspection programme was 
conducted by the Food Policy Alliance, of which the 
A.D.F.A. is a member, and both provided to Government 
and released for public information. 
Startling revelations from the Food Policy Alliance study 
include: 

- The total man power available for imported food 
inspection is the equivalent of 7.8 full-time persons 
who are expected to monitor the safety of 
approximately $2 billion of annual food imports. 

- The majority of these people are involved in 
administrative duties (5.6 people within the ACT), 
leaving only the equivalent of 2 people to engage in 
physical inspections. 

- Inspections are limited to only 15 food products. 
- Inspections are based solely on safety rather than 

the wider issue of food quality. 
- There have been instances where trade pressures 

have resulted in the Australian standard being 
lowered to allow imports to continue. 

As a result of these deficiencies a number of requests 
have been made to the Government including the allocation 
of at least 100 full-time staff to import inspection; the 
introduction of random inspection of all imported foods 
together with the continuation of the existing inspection of 
high-risks foods; inspections to be carried out to Australian 
quality standards; costs to be recouped on a user-pays 
basis; and a restructuring to allow more input into the 
imported food inspection regime and greater transparency 
of its operations. 
These requests were supported by farmer organisations 
including the A.D.F.A. as well as other interest groups such 
as the Australian Consumers' Association and the 
Australian Council of Trade Unions. 
The Government had not responded to these requests at 
the time of writing of this report. 

7.4 Coun.try of Origin Labelling: The National Food Authority 
has agreed to review the print size required by the Food 
Standards Code for country of origin labelling. This review 
is at the request of the A.D. F.A. and other industry 
organisations concerned at the present inadequate labelling 
of the country of origin of imported foods. 
The Food Standards Code presently requires a minimum 
print size of 1.5 mm letter height. 
For unpacked imported fruit, vegetables, fish, and nuts on 
sale to the general public, the Food Standards Code has 
been amended to require country of origin labelling. This 
label must be displayed with the product and include a 
statement in standard type of not less than 4.5 mm either 
the country of origin or a statement that the product is 
imported. 

7.5 Promotion: The A.D.F.A. marketing agents have continued 
to play the major role in promoting Australian Dried Fruit in 
the domestic market, utilising their own funds to 
supplement those provided by growers tor promotional 
purposes. Please refer to the marketing reports supplied 
by the agents for further details in this regard. 
The A.D.F.A. Food Advisory Services has both assisted the 
marketing agents in their efforts, and conducted 
promotional exercises on its own account. Pleas~ r~fer ~o 
the Food Advisory Services' report for further deta1ls 1n th1s 
regard: 
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7.6 Mutual Recognition: The Federal and State Governments 
have agreed in principle to introduce legislation to allow for 
the mutual recognition between States of the standards for 
goods and occupations. 
Under the proposed legislation any product or service 
meeting the requirements of its originating State will be 
allowed entry into a second State without the need to meet 
the standards of that second State. 
Of major concern to the Dried Fruits Industry is that the 
description of an originating State will include not only 
goods produced in that State but also goods imported into 
that State. In this manner goods imported into a State 
such as Queensland which has no specific Dried Fruit 
requirements could then be shipped into the rest of 
Australia despite the more stringent requirements which 
would otherwise apply in the other States. 
This loophole will further undermine the quality perceptions 
of Dried Fruit as most consumers assume that all Dried 
Fruits are of Australian origin. 
The A.D.F.A. has supported the general thrust of the 
legislation in providing better uniformity of regulations 
between States but has requested all Governments, both 
State and Federal, to limit its operation to products 
produced within Australia. 
The Food Policy Alliance has also sought to restrict the 
application of mutual recognition following this matter being 
brought to its attention by the A.D.F.A. 

7.7 Product Development Slow but steady progress has been 
made by the A.D.F.A.'s Dried Vine Fruit Research and 
Development Unit in its efforts to introduce new products 
and new packaging concepts. 
Aspects of the work of this unit are covered in both 
Appendix 9 to this report and the Food Advisory Services' 
report. 

7.8 A.D.F.A. Adjustments: Since the last meeting of Federal 
Council the A.D.F.A. has conducted the final adjustment of 
Season 1990 Apricots, Peaches and Pears, with the 
finalisation of Season 1991 for these varieties also being 
well advanced. The final adjustment procedure provides for 
all A.D.F .A. marketers to receive an average return for all 
sales of each variety, regardless of the price and quantity 
sold in each market 
Unfortunately as at the time of writing the final adjustment 
of Season 1989 Apricots has not been satisfactorily 
concluded. The Board is still pursuing this matter with the 
Receivers and Managers of the Berrico Co-operative Ltd. in 
regard to the contribution required from AFCO/Berrico. The 
contribution required from M.R.W. has been received by the 
A.O.F.A. and paid on to A.D.F.S., the recipient under the 
Season 1989 Apricot adjustment. 
The A.D.F.A. has also administered the industry voluntary 
equalization to finalisation for Season 1990 Sultanas and 
Raisins, and Season 1991 Currants. 

8. FARM MANAGEMENT 
8.1 Hail Insurance: The A.D.F.A. again conducted a successful 

hail insurance scheme tor the 1991/92 season. 

Crop 

Grapes 

The following cover was offered to all growers in the 
Murray Valley between Swan Hill and Murray Bridge, the 
lower Darling, and Menindee: 

Cost Perlnsured Maximum Aggregate 
Acre Value Compensation Limit 

Grape Rootstocks 
Table Grapes 
Tree Fruits 
Almonds 

$16.20 $1980 $1683) $12_5 million 
$32.40 $3960 $3366) 
$21.90 $2250-2800 $1912.50-2380 
$20.00 $2152 $1829.20 
$25.70 $2000 $1700 

$ 2.5 million 
$ 2.5 million 
$ 2.5 million 
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The Insured Value for table Grapes was $2250 per acre for 
losses up to 4.00 pm October 1, 1990, and rose by $10.00 
per day to a maximum of $2800 per acre after 4.00 pm on 
October21, 1991. 
To encourage early applications for cover, the insurer 
provided a cash prize of $3,000 to be paid to one grower 
drawn at random from the applications received by the 
A.D.F.A. by August 30. 1991. 
A total of 1 ,906 applications for cover were processed by 
the A.D.F.A. covering 34,357 acres of insured crops. 
Heavy hail caused severe damage in South Australia and 

the Victorian Mid-Murray resulting in a total payout of 
$916,127.28 which was shared by 26 growers. 
The commercial underwriters of the scheme, World Marine 
& -General Insurances Ltd. have indicated their willingness 
to continue to provide cover for the 1992/93 growing 
season and terms are presently being negotiated. 

8.2 Chemical Residues: The A.D.F.A. has continued to take 
an active role in the voluntary initiatives to test Dried Fruits 
for chemical resitlues. 
For the 1992 season testing of Dried Vine Fruits the 
A.D.F.A. wrote a database programme to undertake clerical 
functions associated with the sampling programme and to 
automatically issue the required advices. This programme 
was provided to the Victorian Dried Fruits Board by the 
A.D.F.A. and greatly assisted the streamlining of the 
system as well as providing improved access to data and 
summary information. 
Despite screening for a wider range of ·chemicals, the fruit 
of only one grower was found to have unacceptable levels 
of chemica! residues. The fruit was quarantined from the 
rest of the pack with the grower concerned being advised 
that approximately 1 B tonnes of this fruit was of No 
Commercial Value and is to be destroyed. 
The chemical residue programme· has been very successful 
with the industry now having a demonstrably clean pack, 
free of chemical residues. However the pressure on the 
industry is unlikely to abate as small and large users alike 
continue to be concerned about the threat of chemical 
residues in the food they eat. 
Questions are being raised about an increasing range and 
number of chemicals, not merely pesticides, with 
suggestions that some buyers will insist on knowing the 
complete cultural programme of every grower who may 
have contributed fruit to the pack purchased by that buyer. 
Overseas interest, particularly the "due diligence" legislation 
recently introduced in the United Kingdom and expected to 
be replicated throughout Europe, has increased the 
pressure on the industry to be able to guarantee that all its 
fruit is free from all unwanted substances. 

8.3 Weed Seeds: A commercial trial of the weed seed 
assurance programme has operated within the past growing 
season. Under the trial those growers whose property 
passes the weed seed inspection programme and whose 
fruit does not contain any weed seeds, receive a premium 
payment. Further details on the conduct of the trial 
programme are included in the report of the Receival & 
Processing Committee at Appendix 7 to this report 

8.4 Snails: The effort directed to the extension to growers of 
information on the problems posed by snails and the best 
measures tO counter them, together with the introduction of 
significant charges on fruit found to contain snails has 
resulted in a heightened grower awareness of the need to 
overcome this problem. 
Perhaps an indication of the interest in this topic is the fact 
that 4 of the gadgets presented for judging at the Mildura 
Gadget & Machinery Field Day related to different methods 
for distributing snail pellets. 

8.5 Drying Treatments on Carina Currants: An increasing 
number of growers appear to be using drying oil and 
potash treatments on Carinas in an attempt to speed the 
drying of this variety. 
This practice is of concern as it removes the bloom from 
the fruit, and also damages the skin creating a low quality 
product after processing. 
The CSIRO is investigating the actual damage caused by 
the use of drying oil or potash with the possibility that a 
damage index may be created for Currants. 
An extension programme was implemented through the 
Departments of Agriculture and "The Australian Dried Fruits 
News" in attempt to dissuade growers from this 
unacceptable practice. 
The Dried Fruits Boards were also advised of this problem 
and asked to ensUre that all Currants without bloom were 
not classed as being above 2 Crown. 

8.6 Production Statistics: The Board is presently reviewing the 
present availability of production statistics for the Dried 
Fruits Industry with the emphasis on obtaining a better 
viewof future production potential. 
This revie~ has been prompted by the inadequacy of 
present Government statistics in regard to horticultural 
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production, and the recent shortfalls in the production of 
Currants and Apricots with there being a fear that the high 
returns available tor these varieties may stimulate 
overplanting. 
Review of the available information has demonstrated some 
interesting trends, for example the following comparison of 
Currant production and plantings: 
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It is likely that a complete census on the Dried Fruits 
Industry will be required to obtain any comprehensive 
information, with this aspect being presently considered in 
conjunction with both the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
and the Dried Fruits Research & Development Council. 

8.7 Production Problems: The A.D.F.A. Productions Problems 
Committee has remained active throughout the last year 
with the scope of their activities being covered in their 
report at Appendix 2. 

8.8 Irrigation and Salinity: The Board of Management 
continues its interest and activity in the area of irrigation 
and salinity. As in the past the Board's Deputy Chairman, 
Mr. Vin Byrnes, has undertaken the major role in this 
regard in his capacity as Chairman of the Sunraysia and 
Riverland Committee on Salinity. Mr. Byrnes' report is 
attached as Appendix 3. 

9. PROCESSING 
9.1 Quality: Quality can be defined as meeting the 

requirements of the buyer. Many users of Dried Fruits 
acknowledge that Australian Sultanas are sweeter and 
juicier than the fruit of our overseas competitors but that 
the overseas fruit may have other beneficial characteristics 
including lesser levels of foreign material (including stalks 
and capstems) and being more free-flowing. 
There is now a more widespread recognition that other 
producing countries, including Turkey, are capable of 
producing Dried Fruit products which match or exceed the 
quality characteristics of Australian fruit. 
This recognition has led to increased efforts to improve the 
quality of Australian Dried Fruits at both the grower and 
packout level. 
It is only natural that buyers raise these quality concerns 
most stridently during periods of product oversupply. 
During times of shortage of a product most buyers and 
users are content to manage with whatever they can 
obtain, but they become more selective when faced with a 
broader range of supply. 
While fluctuations in the balance of supply and demand 
may send their own short term signals there can be no 
denying the longer term trend to buyers requiring more 
stringent product standards, both in regard to improved 
inherent attributes and lower defect tolerances. 
The Australian Dried Fruits Industry has recognised the 
need to meet the requirements of individual buyers, rather 
than produce a pack that is generally acceptable to a wide 
range of applications. 

9.2 Meeting with DVF Manufacturing Users: The NSW 
Department of Agriculture convened a meeting of Dried 
Fruit Industry representatives with representatives from 
Kellogg's, Arnott's, Big Sister, the National Industry 
Extension Service, and the Department's Agsell Division. 
This meeting was held in Mildura in November 1991 with 
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the aim of achieving a better understanding of the quality 
issues which were affecting the competitiveness of 
Australian Vine Fruits. 
The day commenced with a visit to the property of Mr. 
Richard Johnstone, where it was emphasised that quality 
started on the grower's property; a visit to the Mildura Co
operative lrymp!e branch where attendees were impressed 
by the transformation of the received fruit to the packed 
product; and a formal meeting where a number of issues 
were discussed. 
At the formal meeting each of the buyers explained the 
quality that they required and their view of the present 
deficiencies of Australian Dried Vine Fruits. 
Prior to the meeting the Board was Concerned that the 
meeting was just another element in the manufacturing 
sectors attempt to use every possible source of leverage to 
place pressure on the disciplined marketing arrangements 
of the Dried Fruits Industry. However the nature of 
discussions at the meeting indicated that manufacturers did 
have legitimate concerns, particularly in regard to the 
amount of non-fruit material found in the Australian Dried 
Fruit pack. 
These views reinforced the information brought back from 
the Australian Dried Fruits Board's. overseas delegation that 
packers in other countries were making significant inroads 
into the Australian reputation for premium quality by offering 
a range of fruit with very low defect levels. 

9.3 Review of Defect Levels: The quality meeting and reports 
of the overseas delegation led to an industry review of the 
packout standards for Australian Dried Vine Fruits. 
As a result of this review stricter standards apply to the 
processing of the Season 1992 Dried Vine Fruits. The 
changes included a reduced tolerance for stalks, and a re
definition of the existing category "pieces of fruit material or 
foreign material" into separate categories for "pieces of vine 
other than fruit" (which was also subject to a tighter 
tolerance) and for "foreign fruit" e.g. Currants in a Sultana 
pack. 

9.4 Processing Research: The Dried Fruits Research and 
Developm€nt Council also reacted to industry's concern 
over the need to improve the packout standards by 
commissioning urgent research into improved processing 
techniques. 
Significant progress has been made in a number of areas 
including measurement of fruit friability (the opposite to 
stickiness); improved handling and packing techniques; 
removal of stones and weed seeds; and the use of x-ray or 
laser detection of defects. 

9.5 Temperature Prob.E?: All Dried Vine Fruit deliveries of the 
1992 season within Victoria and N.S.W. were assessed for 
fruit temperature. One bin in every load was monitored, 
with the temperature detected being recorded on the copy 
of the delivery docket retained by the Dried Fruits Board. 
A penalty of $20 per tonne was introduced for all delivery 
temperatures exceeding 40°C. This temperature far 
exceeds the optimum temperature for the delivery of Dried 
Fruit and it is likely that this temperature will be reduced in 
future years as progress is made into the research of this 
problem. 
Further details in regard to the detection of hot fruit and 
other aspects in regard to the receival and processing of 
Dried Vine Fruits are included in Appendix 7. 

10. RESEARCH 
10.1 Dried Fruits Research & Development Council: As from 

January 1, 1992 the former Dried Fruits Research Council 
was restructured as the Dried Fruits Research & 
Development Council (DFRDC) within the corporate 
umbrella of the Rural Industries Research & Development 
Corporation (RIRDC). The transition went smoothly with 
the Council being provided substantial autonomy by RIRDC 
including responsibility for the preparation of the annual 
operating plan, the 5 year R&D plan, and the ann~al 
report. Rl RDC provides the financial services function 
previously undertaken by the Department of Primary 
Industries & Energy. . . 
The Council has continued to benefit from the stab11!ty 
within the Chairman's position with Mr. Bob Taylor 
providing strong leadership and requiring an increasing 
level of accountabi!lty from research providers. 
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The A.D.F.A·. 'J~jyely. sought the reappointment of Mr. 
Taylor as Chairma'n of. the new Council together with the 
retention of Mrs. aeetham as the Government Member and 
is pleased thcit the· Minister for Primary Industries & Energy 
continued their appointments. 
The Council 1did how~ver have several changes to its 
membership with Messrs. Richard Johnstone, Barrie 
MacMillan, Colin\Aoy,. and Dr. Don Plowman deciding not 
to seek reap'p'oilltment. 
The A.D.F.A. ackpowledges the valuable setvice provided 
by these gentlemen .who assisted Council during its 
transition from Research Committee to Research Council in 
1985. 
The membership of the DFRDC is: 

Chairman Mr. Bob Taylor 

Government. Member Ms. Robyn Beetham 

Grower Members Mr. Brendan Gledhill 
Mr. Keith Sticpewich 
Mr. Peter Vandenberg 

Packer/Marketer Member Mr. Robert Blenkiron 

Technical M~mbers Dr. Martin Barlass 
Dr. Keith Garzoli 
Dr. Rob Walker 

The A.D.F.A. has continued in its role as Secretariat to the 
DFRDC, with particular responsibility in this regard being 
handled by Me Ross Skinner, the A.D.F .A.'s Assistant 
General Manager, as Executive Officer to the Council. 
The research funds administered by the DFRDC are 
provided from a levy on Dried Fruit production. The 
Federal Gove:rnment matches levy expenditure on a dollar 
for dollar basis tO the level of the industry contribution on 
0.5% of the industry's G.V.P. 
The DFRDC· continued to implement the Industry approved 
proposal to incrementally increase the Dried Fruits 
Research Levi~s.'·to the equivalent of 0.5% of G.V.P. which 
was achieved ·in .. 1991/92, so as to obtain the maximum 
level of matchii'!Q funding provided by the Federal 
Government. 
In 1992/93 the' r9$earch levies will plateau. 

DFRDC Levies 
(per tonne) 

Season 1991/92 1992/93 
Actual Recommended 

Dried Vine Fruits 
Dried Tree Fruits 
Prunes 

$7.40 
$17.00 
$13.00 

$7.40 
$17.00 
$13.00 

The 1992/93 annual research programme determined by 
the DFRDC will be: 

Dried Vine Fruit 
Dried Tree Fruit 
Prunes 

Total 

Annual Research Programme 
1992/93 
$'000's 

1160 
150 
150 

1460 

The decision to operate as a Council within RlRDC to 
minimise the administration cost and ensure the funds 
available for research were maximised has been justified 
with the Council's budgeted administration cost for 1992/93 
being 7.12% of total expenditure, which compares 
favourably with all other Research Corporations/Councils 
and is particularly pleasing given the relatively small size of 
the research programme undertaken. 
Co-operative Research Centre: Following a period of 
review and revision of the Co-operative Research Centre 
Viticulture bid in which a more balanced research 
programme recognizing the importance of Dried Vine Fruit 
and table grapes was developed, the A.D.F.A. agreed to 
support the proposal and the Chairman together with other 
viticultural representatives successfully presented the bid to 
the CRC interviewing panel. 

The Co-operative Research Centre for Viticulture is one of 
twenty successful bids selected in the second round of 
applications from a field of 74 and will receive funding of 
$1-2.42 million for its seven year term. The success of the 
bid has been attributed to recognition of the export efforts 
of the wine, Dried Vine Fruit and table grape industries, the 
enlightened organisations that represent the grape 
industries and the high quality of the research activities that 
are carried out in Australia. The award of the Centre 
acknowledges that grapes are Australia's highest value 
horticultural crop and Australia's highest value horticultural 
export. 
The major objectives of the programme are: 
1. To support long-term, high quality scientific and 

technological research which contribute to national 
objectives including economic and social development, 
the maintenance of a strong capability in basic 
research and the development of internationally 
competitive industry sectors; 

2. To capture the benefits of research, and to strengthen 
the links between research and its commercial and 
other applications, by the active involvement of the 
users of research in the work of the centres; 

3. To build centres of reSearch concentration by 
promoting co-operative research, and through it a more 
efficient use of resources in the national research 
effort; and 

4. To stimulate education and training, particularly in 
graduate programmes, through the active involvement 
of researchers from outside the higher education 
system in educational activities, and graduate students 
in major research programmes. 

The overall aim of the centre is essentially the efficient 
production of high quality grapes with minimum residues of 
agricultural chemicals and environmental contaminants. 
The aim of the centre will be achieved through four 
programmes that will be led by outstanding scientists and 
educators. 
The participating organisations in the Co-operative 
Research Centre for Viticulture include The University of 
Adelaide, Charles Sturt University, the CSIRO Division of 
Horticulture, The Australian Wine Research Institute, NSW 
Agriculture, Victorian Department of Food and Agriculture, 
South Australian Department of Agriculture and Phytotech 
Australia Pty. Ltd. 
The supporting organisations in the Co-operative Research 
Centre for Viticulture include the A.D.F.A., Winemaker's 
Federation of Australia Inc., Winegrape Growers Council of 
Australia Inc., and the Australian Table Grape Growers 
Association. The application for the centre was sponsored 
by the Australian Council of Viticulture, of which the 
A.D.F.A. is a member and represented by Mr. Tankard. 
Mr. Tankard is also the A.D.F.A. representative on the 
Board of Management of the Co-operative Research Centre 
for Viticulture. 

11. INDUSTRY ECONOMY 
11.1 Australian Dried Fruits Board: The last year has seen the 

Australian Dried Fruits Board, operating under the umbrella 
of the Australian Horticultural Corporation, replace the 
previous Australian Dried Fruits Corporation. 
The A.D.F.A. is pleased to note that the A.H.C. has 
respected the autonomy of the Australian Dried Fruits 
Board and has not attempted to interfere in the conduct of 
Dried Fruit Industry affairs. This autonomy of action was 
one of the key issues negotiated by the A.D.F.A. Board of 
Management. 
With the present huge tonnage of Sultanas to be sold to 
export markets, this independence of action will be of great 
benefit as the A.D.F.B. will need to draw heavily upon its 
experience of the international Dried Fruits market, and it is 
anticipated that it will need to make many timely decisions. 
As a result of an increase in the number of members of 
the A.H.C., the Dried Vine Fruits contribution to the 
operating costs of the A. H. C. Board has reduced from 
$52,780 to $35,322 for the 1992/93 operating year. 
The A.H.C. is presently under review by the Industry 
Commission, therefore there is some concern that the 
Commission may make recommendations to re-structure or 
abolish the A.H.C. 
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The Board of Management will respond strongly to 
Government in regard to any recommendation that would 
impair the operation of the A.D.F.B. 

11.2 Review of N.S.W. Dried Fruits Board: The N.S.W. Minister 
for Agriculture and Rural Affairs, Mr. ian Armstrong, has 
decided that the New South Wales Dried Fruits Board will 
be retained with all of its essential operating powers and 
functions. 
This decision overrides the recommendations contained in a 
draft report on Dried Fruit structural and marketing 
arrangements within N.S.W. This draft report called for the 
abolition of the Board and of all of its functions. 
This total de-regulation of the industry was opposed by the 
A.D.F.A., with the result of the Minister requesting a re
examination of the central issues by three senior members 
of the NSW Department of Agriculture. 
The functions to be retained by the N.S. W. Dried Fruits 
Board include: 

Registration of Dried Fruit packers. 
The setting of grade and quality standards on the 
packout of Dried Fruit. 
Inspection of packing houses and drying greens. 
The setting of grade standards for the delivery of Dried 
Fruits to packers. 
The classing of Dried Fruits (including participation with 
the Victorian Board in the combined classing 
arrangements). 
The licensing of c!assers. 
Inspection of Dried Fruit at retail level. 

* Activities to encourage the -consumption of Dried Fruit. 
These comprise all of the existing powers of- the N.S.W. 
Dried Fruits Board except the power to set quotas on the 
volume of Dried Fruit that can be sold within N.S.W., and 
the power to trade in Dried Fruit. Neither of these powers 
have been used in recent years and their abolition is 
consistent with A.D.F.A. recommendations to the review of 
the N.S.W. legislation. 
A further feature of the review of the N.S.W. Dried Fruits 
Board is the proposal to devise a model Dried Fruits Act to 
apply to New South Wales, South Australia, and Victoria. 
The Chairmen of each of these Dried Fruit Boards have 
already met to consider the essential elements of such 
legislation, and it is understood that senior Government 
officers from each of the States have also met to consider 
similar issues. 
The Board of Management has welcomed the decision to 
retain the N.S.W. Dried Fruits Board and acknowledges the 
benefits of having each of the three major State Boards 
operating under identical or highly similar legislation. 

11.3 Review of S.A. Dried Fruits Board: The results of the 
South Australian Government revieW of Dried Fruits 
statutory arrangements within S.A. is still awaited. 
The fact that S.A. Government officials have participated in 
discussions in regard to a model Dried Fruits Act adds 
some substance to the industry wish that the S.A. Dried 
Fruits Board be retained with all of its essential functions. 

11.4 Trade Practice Exemptions: The A.D.F.A.'s exemptions 
from the Trade Practices Act are to expire in October 1992. 
These exemptions allow the A.D.F.A. to: 
a. Recommend the price for Dried Fruit sold within 

Australia. 
b. Recommend the terms and conditions on which fruit is 

sold and marketing agents are employed. 
c. Conduct arrangements for the equalization of Dried 

Fruit returns. 
The Board has applied for the continuation of these 
exemptions, but the Government has already indicated that 
it does not favour such continuation but would prefer the 
industry to seek authorisation under the general provisions 
of the Trade Practices Act. 
If the present application for an extension of the 
exemptions is not successful, the Board will address what 
further steps are necessary to safeguard the principles 
behind the A.D.F .A. system of disciplined marketing of 
Dried Fruits. 
While not being sought by the industry, it is possible that 
the future operating structure may need to be significantly 
different from that presently utilised. The Secretary for the 
Department of Primary Industries and Energy, Mr. Geoff 
Miller, has a vision for the future whereby industries would 
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be more commercially orientated, relying on vertical 
integration of activities rather than the use of statutory 
marketing arrangements. 

11.5 Tariff Reductions: As reported to last year's Federal 
Council the Federal Government with the support of the 
Coalition Opposition has passed legislation which will see 
the virtual removal over the next five years of any tariffs on 
the import of Dried Fruits into Australia. 
This latest round of tariff cuts commencing July 1, 1992, is 
a continuation of the programme which has already seen 
drastic reductions in the value of tariffs on Dried Vine 
Fruits, but these reductions are now to be extended to 
Dried Tree Fruits. The following table shows the impact of 
these reductions: 

Dried Vine Fruits Dried Tree Fruits 
General Concessional General Concessional 

1987 $200/tonne 10% 
1988 25% 20% -1 0% 5% 
1989 21% 16% 10% 5% 
1990 19% 14% 10% 5% 
1991 17% 12% 10% 5% 
1992 15% 10% 10% 5% 
1993 12% 7% 9% 4% 
1994 10% 5% 8% 3% 
1995 8% 3% 7% 2% 
1996 5% 0% 5% 0% 
The above table shows the rate applicable for one year 
effective from July 1. The duty is applied on the F.O.B. 
value of the product, i.e. the value as loaded onto the ship 
at the port of export, thus there is no duty paid on the cost 
of freight and other costs incurred in getting the product to 
Australia. 
The concessional rate applies to all countries classified as 
being "developing countries". This classification includes 
most of the major sources of Dried Fruit imported into 
Australia, including Turkey, Iran, Chile, etc. 
As a result of these developing country preferences, the 
Australian Dried Fruits Industry will have an effective nil 
tariff on both Dried Vine Fruits and Dried Tree Fruits in 
1996. 
It is regrettable that these tariff cuts are supported by both 
the Federal Government and its Opposition so there 
appears to be little opportunity for a turn-around in this 
policy. 
It is also regrettable that both the Federal Government and 
the Opposition claims that these tariff reductions will be 
offset by improvements in other sectors of the economy 
stimulated by other micro and macro economic reforms. 
The simple truth is that the supposed offsetting benefits do 
not yet exist, yet the programme for tariff reduction is in 
place and will grind on relentlessly regardless of the rate of 
progress that is made in other areas targeted for reform. 
The lack of offsets to the tariff reduction programme is 
unacceptable to the Dried Fruits Industry with the A.D.F.A. 
seeking the retention of import duties at the level applying 
as at July 1, 1992. . . 
In addition the A.D.F.A. and the N.F.F. are contlnumg to 
push for the quicker implementation of those mic_ro
economic reforms which will provide reduced costs to Dned 
Fruit growers and primary producers generally. 

11.6 Food Processing Strategy: Within the past year both the 
Federal and Victorian Governments have received reports 
from working groups charged with creating a strategy for 
the development. of the processed food industry. 
The major Government concern is that the Australian food 
processing sector is underachieving on ~xport markets .by 
failing to convert Australia's advantages 1n food production 
into value-added products. 
The concern for_ primary producers, including Dried Fr~it 
growers, was that these reviews became vehicles for major 
food manufacturers, many of them being divisions. of 
international companies, to pressure the Govern~ent _Into 
weakening the ability of industries to seek domestl? pnces 
for their products that were greater than the pnce that 
could be achieved for the same product on export markets. 
The A.D.F.A. joined forces with the N._F.F., ?ther prim~ry 
industry associations, and the Food Polley Alliance and Its 
members (including the A.C.T.U. and the Australian 
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Consumers' Association), in opposing the de-regulatory 
thrust of the food industry proposals. 
While the Federal Government has indicated that it does 
not intend to take action in regard to the development of an 
export food processing strategy, there is a concern that the 
major food processors will not let this issue go away, and 
that their de-regulatory thrusts will resurface at a later date. 
The Board is continuing to monitor this area and will 
continue to oppose any proposal that seeks to weaken the 
marketing power of Dried Fruit producers. 

11.7 Sultana Underwriting: The depressed prices on the world 
market for Season 1992 Sultanas has raised the possibility 
that the minimum guaranteed return provisions may apply. 
With the large proportion of the Season 1992 crop 
uncommitted it is not yet possible to project whether this 
will be the case. 
As the guaranteed return will be at a low level, the industry 
is hopeful that the guarantee provisions will not be required. 
This will be most probably be determined when the volume 
and quantity of the Northern Hemisphere crop is known as 
this will provide the greatest influence on Dried Vine Fruit 
trading over the next year. 

11.8 Rationalisation in S.A.: The A.D.F.A. is not directly 
involved in the proposed rationalisation of South Australian 
co-operatives, however as all six participants in the 
rationalisation are A.D.F.A. members, the Board is 
monitoring developments. 
Receivers and Managers were appointed to Berrico Co
operative Ltd. on October 21. 1991. 
The A.D.F.A. immediately advised the Receivers and 
Managers that Dried Fruit proceeds held and received by 
Berrico were the property of growers, and could not be 
applied to meet the general debts of the company. In the 
circumstances of the case, the Receivers and Managers 
agreed that the fruit proceeds should be paid to growers 
and not used to offset the indebtedness of the company. 
However this decision does not necessarily provide a 
precedent should other Dried Fruit packers get into similar 
difficulties as the matter must be judged on the 
circumstances of each particular case, including the 
provisions of the packer's memorandum and articles of 
association, the terms of delivery expressed on delivery 
dockets, and the nature of the loan documentation between 
the packer and its financier. 
Grower deposits in Berrico were frozen by the Receivers 
and Managers. Some of these deposits included a recent 
fruit pool payment. However it appears that growers were 
given adequate notice of the payment, and accordingly the 
decision of the Receiver to freeze this component of the 
deposits appears to be beyond challenge. 
The finalisation of the A.D.F.A. adjustment of returns for 
Season 1989 Apricots has been seriously retarded by the 
appointment of Receivers and Managers to Berrico. 
A.D.F.S. is the major recipient under the adjustment, the 
A.F.C.O./Berrico group being the major contributor. 
The A.D.F.A. Chairman and General Manager have held 
discussions with the Receivers and Managers of Berrico in 
an attempt to resolve this matter. It is hoped that further 
progress will be able to be reported by the time of Federal 
Council. 

12. ADMINISTRATION 
12.1 A.D.F.A. Membership: The past year has seen further 

changes to the A.D.F.A. membership with the Robinva!e 
Producers Co-operative Co. Ltd. withdrawing from the 
Australian Fruitgrowers Co. Pty. Ltd. marketing group. 
Robinvale Producers is now acting as both a packer and 
marketing agent, while AFCO continues to act on behalf of 
the S.A. joint venture comprising Barmera, Berrico, Cadell, 
and K.M. Co-operatives. 
Also I. G. & J.R. Smallacombe of Blewitt Springs, S.A., have 
sought packer membership of the A.D.F.A. The 
Smal!acombes were recently registered by the S.A. Dried 
Fruits Board as Prune packers. 

i 2.2 National Farmers' Federation: The A.D.F.A. has maintained 
its position as a full commodity member of the National 
Farmers' Federation and has been actively involved in a 
number of N.F.F. activities. 
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Mr. Peter Macintosh has been the A.D.F.A.'s representative 
to the N.F.F. Council meetings, with Mr. Peter Vandenberg 

also attending as an observer. 
The N.F.F. Council, its general meeting of all members, 
meets twice a year where it conducts a complete review of 
all its activities. 
The A.D.F.A. Board of Management reviews its continuing 
involvement with the N.F.F. following each of these Council 
meetings. To date the Board has always concluded that 
continuing N.F.F. membership was justified despite the 
relatively high cost involved, however the Board has on 
one occasion come very close to providing the one year's 
notice of intention to withdraw from the N.F.F. that is 
required by the N.F.F. rules. 
As in recent years the A.D.F.A. has paid particular attention 
to the N.F.F.'s trade policy, with Mr. Macintosh being a 
member of the N.F.F.'s trade sub-committee. 

12.3 International Liaison: The 1991 Conference of Sultana 
(Raisin) Producing Countries was held in England in 
November 1991. The Australian Dried Fruits Board again 
acted as convenor of and provided the chairman to the 
conference. 

12.4 Liaison and Media: The Board has continued in its efforts 
to keep growers, other Industry members, and the general 
public aware of major happenings within the Industry, and 
the issues facing it. The ·major vehicles in this regard 
remain the local media and A.D.F.A.'s publication, "The 
Australian Dried Fruits News". 
The Board records its appreciation to the many members 
of the media who have assisted the A.D.F.A. over the past 
year. 
The Board especially acknowledges the co-operation of Mr. 
George Tilley, for editing and assisting in the preparation of 
media releases. 
The A.D.F.A. is pleased to be providing both financial and 
editing support to the production of a Tree Fruit growers' 
handbook by the S.A. Department of Agriculture. 

12.5 Auditor: The accountancy firm of G.R. Rowse and Co., 
has continued its work as auditors to the A.D.F.A., and to 
the A.D.F.A. affiliates. 

12.6 Government: Close liaison has been maintained with 
Government members; Members of Parliament; the 
Officers of various Government departments including the 
Department of Primary Industries and Energy, and the 
State Departments of Agriculture; CSIRO; the Australian 
Dried Fruits Board; and the various State Boards and the 
Consultative Committee. 
The Board records its sincere appreciation to all those who 
have assisted the Industry throughout the past year. 
Notable aspects of Government liaison within the last year 
included the visit of Mr. Simon Crean, the Minister for 
Primary Industries and Energy to both the Riverland and 
Sunraysia, and the attendance of Mr. Peter Macintosh at 
meetings of the Victorian Rural Affairs Committee of 
Cabinet which is chaired by the Victorian Premier. 

12.7 Staff: The Board commends the highly professional and 
dedicated efforts of the A.D.F.A. staff. The Board believes 
that the Industry is extremely well s81ved by the highly 
competent staff at the A.D.F.A. Head Office, Food Advisory 
Services, and the Mildura Sales Centre. 

APPENDICES 

The following reports are attached and form part of the Board's 
Report· 

Appendix 1 
Appendix 2 
Appendix 3 
Appendix 4 
Appendix 5 
Appendix 6 
Appendix 7 
Appendix 8 
Appendix 9 

Branch Tonnage and Grower Representation 
Production Problems Committee 
Salinity 
Viticultural Nursery Committee 
ADFA Shop 
Comparative Account Sales 
Receiva!s and Processing Committee 
Long Term DVF Marketing Strategy 
DVF Research and Development Unit 

For and on behalf of the. Board of Management 

July. 1992. 

H.M. Tankard 
CHAIRMAN 
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Introducing the 

EAGLE FARM 'N HOME 
INSURANCE 

PROTECTION PLAN 
For the Horticulturist 

• Farm and Home Buildings • Farm and Home Contents 

• Liability • Motor Vehicle 
• NSW Workers Compensation • Disability 
• Superannuation • Investments 
• NSW CTP Greenslips 

For all your insurance needs contact your local office of the 

Australian Eagle Insurance Company Ltd. 
Au""'h>n E>~lc o< on Eo~lc s,., Cnn•f"'ny A.C.N. 001800 IH 

MILDURA: Ralph Morrish/Cathy Reddick 
156 Tenth Street. PH: (050) 21 3366 AH: (050) 23 4721 

SWAN HILL: Bill Murphy{fina Allen 
52 McCrae Street. PH: (050) 32 4511 
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GADGET DAYS 1992 
By Mrs. Frances Lock 

Secretary, Mildura District Dried Fruits Association 

The organisers of this year"s Gadget and Machinery 
Field days are particularly pleased with this year"s 
result. 
The reasons for this are: 

• There was a record attendance; 
• There was a record number of commercial stands; 
and 

·The weather was fine! 
So successful was the event, consideration is being 

given to extending it to two full days. 
Perhaps the field day's popularity is due to every 

exhibit being of interest to the man on the land. This 
is the criteria which organisers use to assess all 
applications for sites. This also ensures stall holders 
have a genuinely 100% interested audience, as most 
people attending are horticulturists. 

This year all available space was used, and the 
stands varied from work clothing to tools, from 
weedicides to tractors - everything a block owner 
requires. There was even a demonstration of a 
computer program to simplify book-keeping: 

Gadget Alley had its usual dozen oi so exhibits, 
and the judges remarked on the quality of the entries. 
The Committee is very appreciative of all those 
growers who take the time and trouble to bring along 
their inventions and innovations so their ideas can be 
shared with other blockies. 

First prize went to Graham Nice for his snail pellet 
layer, second prize to ian Cook for his vine planter, 
and the third prize was shared equally by Ivan Shaw 
for his leaf remover, and again to Graham Nice for his 
shrub tub washer. The prize for the "Most Innovative 
New Product" donated by the publications "Stock and 
Land" and "Good Fruit and Vegetables" was won by 
Barry Burrows for his electric remote control of a spray 
unit. 

Winning entry in Gadget Day 1992. Mr. G. Nice's 
snail bait spreader. 
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General view over Field Days 1992. 

The Commonwealth Development Bank donated 
and presented the prizes for the "Best Machinery 
Stand" and the "Best Commercial Stand". These 
awards are given to the neatest and cleanest stand 
whose exhibits are clearly labelled and whose 
attendants are courteous and attentive. This year they 
were won by B. Burrows Machinery and the Mildura 
Co-operative Fruit Co. 

Award time also gave the Dried Fruits Boards the 
opportunity to. present their prize for the best quality 
fruit - 6 crown - produced in the 1992 season. This 
was won by Mr. and Mrs. Waters of Cowra Avenue, 
lrymple. 

The committee is grateful to the T.A.F.E. College for 
making its grounds available for use. Each year it is 
presented in immaculate condition ready for the 
exhibition, with the display area neatly slashed and 
tidied. This also applies to the drying grounds of 
nearby growers - Gwen and Roy Pearse, and Mr. & 
Mrs. McKay, who allow their grounds to be used as a 
parking area. We know this is greatly appreciated by 
all who attend. 

The Mildura District Dried Fruits Association hopes 
to continue staging this annual event, as a service to 
the horticulturists in the Sunraysia area and it looks 
forward to another successful exhibition in May 1993. 
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WEED SEED FREE PROPERTY 
ASSURANCE PROGRAMME 

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 

In October 1991 the ADFA sought expressions of interest from growers wishing 
to participate in the weed seed free property assurance scheme. 

The response was very encouraging with in excess of 1 00 growers seeking 
further. information. Of these interested growers 26 requested to have . their 
propert1es assessed so as to become eligible for the $40/tonne prem1um ava1lable 
to producers with "clean" blocks. 

To date 2 of the 3 inspections required to gain weed seed free status have been 
completed and 18 properties have passed. 

The final winter inspection for weeds such as 3 cornered jack will soon be 
undertaken. 

The scheme to date has met with strong grower support and the ADFA 
anticipates that the success by 18 of the 26 growers seeking registration will 
prompt more growers to participate. 

Growers interested in learning more about the test procedures and the cost of 
inspection are invited to complete the form below and return it to the ADFA by 
August 1 0, 1992. 

ADFA WEED SEED FREE PROPERTY ASSURANCE PROGRAMME 

Name .................................................................................................... . 

Postal Address .......................................................................................... . 

Block Size . . .. .. . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Acres/Hectares 

Blocks Average Total Tonnage ....................... Tonnes 

ADFA Head Office 31 Deakin Avenue, MILDURA 
P.O. Box 1142, MILDURA, 3502 

(050) 235 174 
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SUNRAYSIA DISTRICT COUNCIL OF A.D.F.A. INC. 
INTRODUCTION 

The Sunraysia District Council (SOC) represents 
dried vine fruit growers throughout the North West of 
Victoria. ADFA branches are located at Mildura, 
Merbein, Red Cliffs, Robinvale, Coomealla, Pomona, 
Go! Go! and in the Mid-Murray are represented at SOC 
as is the Mildura Packers Association. 

The grower branches have a long and vital history 
which goes back to early this century. The branches 
and later the SDC have been forums where concerns 
and issues confronting the industry have been 
addressed. Dried fruit growers interested in being 
involved with their local grower organisation should 
contact the SDC Executive Officer for further details. 

NEW EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
The Sunraysia District Council recently appointed 

Mr. Tom Crouch as the new Executive Officer to take 
over the duties of Mr. Wally Keir, who has retired as 
Secretary. 

Tom was raised on a dried fruit block in the 
Sunraysia Area prior to working in the State Bank for 
seven years in various positions throughout North 
Western Victoria. During his last two years with the 
bank he assisted a Rural Valuer which gave him 
insight into rural issues that farmers and dried fruit 
growers were experiencing. 
Tom is pleased with his new appointment believing the 
position as Executive Officer offers a challenge to 
assist growers in the Sunraysia and Mid-Murray areas. 

to: 
Tom believes the major focus of his duties will be 

·Provide the executive support to allow SOC to 
address local and State issues of concern. 

·Keep growers informed on issues which are of 
interest. 

·Assist new dried fruits growers entering the 
industry. 

• Provide a resource through which technical support 
can be sought. 

·Facilitate the revitalisation of grower forums where 
necessary. 

The following reports cover matters addressed by 
the SDC since Tom Crouch's appointment. 

"FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IN DIFFICULT TIMES" 
GROWER SEMINAR A BIG SUCCESS. 

A grower seminar which was held on the 1st July, 
1992, at the Mildura Function Centre was a big 
success with over 160 people from the industry in 
attendance. 

Speakers from the A.D.F.A., Department of 
Agriculture, National Australia Bank, T.A.F.E. College 
and the Rural Finance Corporation supplied information 
regarding block management and financial 
management over the coming year. 

Mr. Peter Macintosh (A.D.F.A. Board of 
Management) began the proceedings by explaining to 
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growers what they should expect in the coming year 
and what progress had been made in the selling of this 
year's crop. 

Mr. Reg Johns then followed with information in 
regards to block management in the coming year. This 
included; chemical applications, better irrigation 
practices, pruning costs and harvest costs. 

Mr. Brian Cameron (N.A.B.) then gave a general 
description of "good financial records". Points that were 
highlighted were; historical property data, budgeting, 
cashflows prepared by grower, preparation of case 
before applying for loans, the use of computers for 
easier financial control and better communication 
between banks and growers. 

After an afternoon tea break, Mr. Chris Robb 
(T.A.F.E.) explained the basics of preparing a cashllow. 
This was explained by the use of graphs and charts 
based on an imaginary property. 

The final speaker was Mr. Geoff Williams (Rural 
Finance Corporation) who gave an overview of the 
Corporation's assistance measures and who could 
apply. 

The afternoon was well received by those attending, 
and based on this response, similar seminars on 
various subjects will be held in the future. 

MURRAY VALLEY GRAPE INDUSTRY ADVISORY 
COUNCIL 

Sunraysia District Council have recently been 
requested to participate in the above new Council. This 
Council brings together groups such as Wine makers, 
Wine Grape growers, Tablegrape growers, Dept. of 
Food & Agriculture, Dried Fruits Industry and other 
associated organisations. 

The Council has been formed so as each industry 
will communicate more efficiently and accurately. 
Survey's will be distributed to wineries each year to 
give an indication of the amount of fruit and varieties 
the wineries will be approximately taking over a five 
year period. 

Also the Council will be looking at obtaining grape 
planting and production statistics and estimates. 

GROWERS CONCILIATION AND LABOUR LEAGUE 
The Sunraysia District Council has recently been 

appointed to provide the Secretariat to the above 
organisation. 
The Council applied for the position after the current 
Secretary, Mr. Les Hollick had resigned after 36 years 
of service. 

The provision of the secretarial services commenced 
on July 1, 1992. 

The Sunraysia District Council is located at 31 
Deakin Avenue, Mildura. 

Mr. Crouch invites growers with any issues they 
wish to discuss, to write or contact him on: 

P.O. Box 667, Mildura. 3502. 
Telephone (050) 235 827. Fax (050) 233 321. 
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AIDS VIRUS & HEPATITIS 8 - NOW AN ISSUE FOR EMPLOYERS 

It is estimated that 90% of HIV/Aids infected people 
are of working age. The disease Hepatitis B is also 
one that is prevalent amongst working age people and 
is estimated to be 100 times as infectious as HIV. 
This means that employers should be aware of the 
hazard of these diseases and how best to cope. 

During both pruning and harvest times the likelihood 
of accidents involving cuts is high and growers should 
have strategies in place to prevent transmission of the 
diseases. 

Ms. Kim Bishop, an Occupational Health and Safety 
Advisor with VECCI, states that employees have the 
right to expect the employer to introduce universal 
infectious disease controls which protected against 
AIDS and other blood borne diseases such as 
Hepatitis B. 

In a recent decision a Sydney worker successfully 
sued his employer after contracting the AIDS virus 
while treating injured fellow workers. 

The judge commented that, on the balance of 
probabilities, it was the worker's habit of biting his 
fingernails down to the quick which allowed the virus to 
enter his body, when his hands came in contact with 
the spilt blood of injured workmates. 

"The first-aid worker should have been wearing 
gloves if he was in a situation dealing with blood. This 
is a basic element of AIDS transmission control," said 
Mr. Paul Van Reyk, policy analyst, AIDS Council of 
NSW. 

"Our guidelines for OH&S procedures in AIDS 
management are that people should not go anywhere 
near blood in the workplace unless their hands are 
covered in some way or they are wearing gloves," 
Mr. Van Reyk said. 

"What a case like this illustrates is the urgent need 
to get people to change their attitude to safety levels in 
the workplace and to consciously recognise that all 
blood-related srtuations are basically unsafe," he said. 

It doesn't take a lot to implement OH&S procedures 
which make an unsafe situation safe, according to 
Mr. Van Reyk. 

AIDS WORKPLACE PROCEDURES 

STEP 1 
Take precautions to prevent injury in the first place 

As outlined in Chapter 2, Occupational Health and 
Safety legislation set out safety procedures that must 
be followed by employers. Compliance with the 
legislation and guidelines will minimise the risk of 
injuries occurring. 

STEP 2 
Cover all cuts, sores etc. daily with waterproof band 
aids 

Unbroken skin is the first and best defence against 
infection. As a matter of routine, workers should check 
daily for cuts, sores, skin abrasions and cover them 
with new waterproof band aids each day. 
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STEP 3 
Put a barrier between your skin and blood and body 
fluids 
~his is where the care-giver uses the infection 
control items in your first aid kit. Leave this article in 
your first aid kit as a reminder to be AIDS conscious. 
Your hands: put on latex/rubber gloves 

The gloves will provide a second barrier against 
potentially infectious blood etc. and prevent direct skin 
contact. You have to remember that there may be 
breaks in your skin that you are not aware of. 
Your eyes: wear eye goggles or glasses 

The mucus membrane of the eyes need to be 
protected from splashes of blood etc, the eyes should 
be considered as broken skin in that they can provide 
a passage for infection. 
Your body: wear a plastic apron or the disposable 
overalls 

Depending on the severity of the injury you should 
put on either the plastic apron or the disposable 
overalls. This will stop blood etc, splashing your 
clothing and possibly making contact with your skin. 
Your mouth (nose): use a face mask if resuscitation is 
needed 

A laendal mask contained in the first aid kit will 
provide a barrier against blood, fluids etc. should you 
need to give the injured person mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation. The non-return valve in the mask will 
provide an extra protection to the care giver. 

STEP 4 
Cleaning up the accident site 

Soap: Any soap (solid or liquid) basically will 
service to provide persons with a reliable substance 
for washing their hands, face, etc alter tending to 
accident victims. 
Bleach (sodium hypochlorite): There are many 
household bleaches available and suitable for use in 
accordance with manufacturers directions. 
Generally, the product should contain 4% bleach 
and be diluted one part to 10 parts of water (or 100 
mls per 1 litre of water). 
Disposable Cloths: Used for cleaning contaminated 
sites (floors, equipment etc) - e.g. paper towels or 
old cloths. 
Bucket and Mop: Self evident. These however 
must be cleaned after use. 
Contaminated Waste Bags: Infectious waste is 
usually disposed of in plastic bags with an 
internationally recognised symbol in black. This 
informs collectors of the presence of a possible 
biological hazard contained within. Obviously these 
bags are for soft items (eg used cleaning cloths, 
gloves etc). Normal garbage bags are suitable. 
If you follow these basic steps you will greatly 

reduce the risk of being infected by potentially 
contaminated blood and body fluids. 
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FROST CONTROl - DON'T BE lEFT OUT IN THE COlD 

By Maxine Schache, Industry Development Officer 
Sunraysia Horticultural Centre 

Over the last 45 years, Sunraysia has averaged 3 frosts each September. September is the month for bud 
burst and as any grower who has experienced frost damage will tell you, frost and new shoots don't mix! 

Over all of the years when temperature data has been kept the maximum number of frosts occurring in 
September (when the ground temperature reaches -1°C or less) was 13 and the minimum temperature reached 
was -6°C. 

Fortunately such low temperatures aren't common, but no-one can predict when or how often they will occur. 
As there is no 'cure' for frost damaged grape vines, grape growers must rely on prevention. 

What Causes Frost? 
Because heat rises and will transfer from a warm 

body to a cold one, heat rises from the warm soil to 
the cold night air. Frosts occur when the heat radiates 
(or rises) from the surface soil faster than it can be 
replaced from the heat stored in the soil below. 
Therefore the soil surface temperature and the air 
above it drop. This usually occurs on a clear, still 
night. When the temperature drops to 0°C, the dew 
freezes and a frost occurs (Fig. 1 ). 

Fig. 1 Frost occurs when the ground temperature 
reaches 0°C. 

As the heat keeps rising the temperature of the soil 
surface and the air above keeps dropping. The height 
of the freezing air above the soil surfaces increases as 
the temperature decreases (Fig. 2) 

Fig. 2 As the ground temperature goes lower, the 
air temperature also decreases. 
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When the air temperature at canopy height reaches 
0°C, water in the cells of the new shoots freezes. This 
breaks the cell walls and the cells die (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3 Frost damage in grape vines. 

Frost Control 
Maximising the heat stored in the soil is the best 

way most growers have of minimising frost damage. 
Soil stores the most heat when it is moist and 

compact. The water helps to transfer the heat deeper 
where it can be stored. Air in the soil stops heat from 
penetrating. Therefore the soil should be moist and 
compact. A light water should be sufficient. (For 
furrow irrigators, irrigate with a fast flow and shut the 
water off once it reaches the end of the row. For 
sprinkler irrigators, apply approximately 25 mm water 
before bud burst). 

To prevent shading of the soil, covercrops should 
be slashed low or worked in well before bud burst. 
Weeds should also be controlled to prevent them from 
shading soil. Where dense covercrops or weed growth 
occur in the vineyard their leaves act in the same way 
as the soil surface in a bare vineyard. This brings the 
cold air up much closer to the vines' canopies. 

Just as heat rises, cold moves to the lowest point. 
Therefore growers with vineyards at the top of a rise 
who rarely have frost in their vines should also make 
sure that their soil is weed free, compacted and moist 
so that the cold air developed there does not move 
down to a neighbours. 
So To Minimise Frost Damage 

- don't cultivate - keep the soil compact 
- keep the soil moist 
- keep the soil weed free 

For more information, contact your local Department of 
Agriculture. 
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APRICOTS: EARLY THINNING SHOWS RESULTS 

By M. Rettke, Dried Tree Fruits Specialist 
Department of Agriculture, Loxton, South Australia 

Research has commenced to clear up some of the 
long held fears dried apricot producers have about 
thinning. Many growers view thinning as a difficult 
time consuming operation. Some growers are doubtful 
of any economic gain. This may in part be related to 
their current thinning practices, i.e. timing and level to 
which the crop is thinned. Last season a trial was 
carried out on the Loxton Research Centre to 
investigate some of these aspects. 

Three mature age trees of the Moorpark variety 
were selected, each tree possessing live main leaders. 
A separate thinning treatment was applied to each 
individual leader. Thinning was carried out at tour 
different stages of fruit development, namely at 
blossom, pea to pigeon egg size fruitlets, stone tip 
hardening and 3 weeks after stone tip hardening. The 
remaining leader was left unthinned. 

An evenly distributed blossoming occurred on all 
trees. At each thinning, flowers and fruitlets were 
removed to leave one flower/fruit per 50 mm of fruiting 
wood. As there was no compensation for natural 
blossom shed and fruit drop with this strategy, crop 
loads were not equal between treatments at harvest. 

Timing of thinning had a significant effect on fresh 
fruit size and mass, refer Table 1. Fresh fruit diameter 
was measured at the point of maximum diameter 
perpendicular to the suture line with an adjustable 
sizing ring. Blossom thinning resulted in significantly 
larger fruit (diameter and mass) than all other 
treatments. Blossom thinning achieved an average 
fresh fruit diameter 5 mm greater than that of 
unthinned leaders. 

Table 1 Effect of thinning treatment on Moorpark 
apricots 

Thinning Treatment 

Blossom 
Pea-pigeon egg 
Stone tip hardening 
3 weeks after stone 
tip hardening 

Unthinned 

LSD (P<0.05) 

Fresh Fruit Drying 
Diameter (mm) Mass (g) Ratio 

49.94 69.17 
47.73 60.82 
46.91 55.64 
46.71 54.32 

44.96 49.35 

4.99 
5.229 
5.095 
5.151 

5.442 

1.27 6.72 0.29 

Dried Yield 
(kg/tree) 

32.4 
33.2 
33.7 
41.9 

56.2 

11.75 

Size is important in the context of what percentages 
of dried fruit fall into each of the commercially adopted 
size categories, i.e. medium (<25 mm), large (25-35 
mm) and extra large (>35 mm). Figure 1 depicts the 
percentages of dried fruit in each size grade tor the 
five treatments. A trend towards larger dried fruit size 
is observed as you move from unthinned to blossom 
thinned. There was no statistical difference between 
•the three fruit thinning times. 
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Fruit from the blossom thinned leaders was on 
average 20 grams heavier than that off unthinned 
leaders. This represents a 40% increase in mass. 
Larger fruit size reduces processing costs and 
increases the return per tonne of dried fruit. 

A further reduction in processing costs was attained 
due to the improved drying ratios of the blossom 
thinned fruit, (Table 1 ). Measured fresh fruit brix levels 
were 2 points higher for fruit from the blossom thinned 
leaders than from unthinned leaders. 

When compared with unthinned leaders, all thinning 
treatments significantly reduced the dried fruit yield, but 
the timing of thinning had no significant effect, (Table 
1). Even though the unthinned leaders out-yielded 
thinned leaders, an economic analysis showed that 
there was no significant difference in profit. reason 
being the higher processing costs coupled with lower 
returns per dried tonne for the smaller unthinned fruit. 

The cool weather which persisted during the 
ripening and harvest period for this experiment 
extended the ripening period and most likely allowed 
the tress/leaders with heavy crop loads to size their 
fruit more than in warmer seasons. Thus the benefits 
from thinning demonstrated in this experiment are likely 
to be greater in seasons with warm to hot conditions 
during the ripening and harvesting period. As seasonal 
variation has an impact on the effectiveness of 
thinning, further work will be carried out next season. 

By thinning, there is the potential to achieve similar 
profits from considerably lower fruit numbers. With 
regard to timing, thinning at the blossom stage appears 
to be the most beneficial, as it gave the greatest 
increase in fruit size without significantly reducing yield 
in comparison to other thinned treatments. 

Figure 1: Effect of thinning treatment on the 
percentages of dried fruit in each size 
grade. 
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1991 CROPWATCH PETIOLE ANALYSIS RESULTS 

By Brian K. Taylor, Senior Research Scientist 
Sunraysia Horticultural Centre, lrymple 

The analysis of vine petioles (leaf stalks) for nutrient 
content and the formulation of cost effective fertiliser 
programs for Sunraysia vineyards is now well accepted 
by grapegrowers. The Cropwatch Plant Nutrition 
Advisory Service run by the Department of Food and 
Agriculture assists growers in this area and has the 
advantage that the nutrient analysis results and 
fertiliser recommendations made are discussed 
personally with each grower. 
Cropwatch Program 

Each November, district growers are invited to 
submit samples of grape petioles representative of their 
blocks for analysis. Each sample consists of at least 
1 00 petioles taken from vigorous canes and sampled 
from opposite basal grape clusters on the canes. All 
samples are submitted to the Sunraysia Horticultural 
Centre, lrymple. These samples are then analysed by 
a specialist laboratory (takes 3-4 weeks) and the 
results are included in a written report. All 
recommendations are discussed with each grower 
concerned. 
Tissue Analysis Standards 

Table 1 shows the standards used to interpret 
petiole analysis results. All interpretations relate to 
tissue analysis standards established for Sultana vines 
on own roots at full bloom (November). These 
standards are largely those formulated by Reuter and 
Robinson (1986) which in turn are derived largely from 
California data. Growers need to realise that the 
standards are incomplete, are arbitrary in some cases 
and are likely to vary somewhat with the scion variety 
and rootstock used. For example, research is required 
to define appropriate petiole standards for grafted 
Sultana/Ramsey vines in Sunraysia as opposed to own 
root Sultana vines. 

Table 1 Petiole nutrient standards for grapevines 
sampled at full bloom 

Nutrient Deficient Marginal Adequate High Excessive 

Nitrate % <0.15 0.15-0.22 0 23-0.53 0.54-0.89 >0.89 
Phosphorus % <0.15 0.15-0.20 0.21-0.46 >0.46 
Potassium% <1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5-3.75 >3.75* 
Calcium % 1.2-2.5 
Magnesium% <0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.75 >0.75* 

Sodium% Low-<0.25* Moderate High Toxic >0.5 
0.25-0.39. 0.4-o.5· 

Chloride % Low <0.5* Moderate High Toxic .1.5 
o.5-0.99. 1.0-1.5' 

Manganese ppm <20 20-25 >25 
Iron ppm <30 30-100 >100 
Copper ppm <3 3-6 >6 
Zinc ppm <15 15-26 >26 
Boron ppm <25 26-30 30-100 >100 

* Suggested arbitrary values from an examination of Cropwatch 1991 
data. 
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Note that standard values for total nitrogen and for 
total sulphur are not listed in the above table. 
Research to define suitable standard values for total 
nitrogen is required. There is also uncertainty about 
the iron values listed and it is generally agreed that 
analysis values for tissue iron content may bear little 
relationship to field symptoms of iron deficiency in 
grapevines. 
1991 Results 

In 1991, 94 vine petiole samples were analysed by 
the Cropwatch service. These samples came from 
Victorian and NSW Sunraysia and from Robinvale. 
Most samples were from Sultana vines but there was 
also a sprinkling of samples from other varieties, 
including table grapes and winegrapes. 

Results showing the percentage of samples in the 
various standard ranges for each nutrient are shown 
separately for Sultana vines on own roots (58 samples, 
Table 2a) and for grafted Sultana/Ramsey vines (16 
samples, Table 2b). 

Table 2a Sultana vines on own roots 
Percentage of samples in standard 
ranges for each nutrient 

Nutrient Deficient 

Nitrate 
Phosphorus 16 
Potassium 
Calcium 
Magnesium 

Sodium Low 33 
Chloride Low 2 

Manganese 
Iron 
Copper 
Zinc 
Boron 

Marginal Adequate High 

17 67 
26 53 5 
5 93 2 
5 95 

90 10 

Moderate 26 High 22 
Moderate 47 High 38 

5 95 
15 83 2 
2 98 

100 
3 97 

Excessive 

16 

Toxic 19 
Toxic 3 

Table 2b Grafted Sultana/Ramsey vines 
Percentage of samples in standard 
ranges for each nutrient 

Nutrient Deficient Marginal Adequate High 

Nitrate 
Phosphorus 
Potassium 
Calcium 
Magnesium 

Sodium 
Chloride 

6 

Low 94 
Low 94 

6 
37 

31 
81 
63 
94 
63 

Moderate 6 
Moderate 6 

Manganese 25 75 
Iron 44 56 
Copper 6 94 
~oc 100 

31 
13 
37 

Excessive 

38 

Boron 100 
--·--~--~------
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Maior Nutrients 

Nitrogen • many growers are applying high or 
excessive amounts of nitrogen fertiliser, especially to 
own root vines, probably in an attempt to boost vine 
vigour and yield. Growers should remember, however, 
that Sultana vines require only moderate amounts of 
nitrogenous fertiliser for optimum performance - of the 
order of 50 Kg actual nitrogen/hectare/year. Rates of 
application above this will lead to excess vigour 
problems and increased pollution of drainage and 
ground water. Those growers who regularly use 
petiole analysis as a guide to vine nitrogen requirement 
are likely to use nitrogen fertiliser on their blocks more 
cost effectively than growers who don't use petiole 
analysis. 

Phosphorus • surprisingly, 42% of the Sultana blocks 
on own roots showed low or marginal phosphorus 
status and this is undesirable because yield responses 
can be expected at petiole phosphorus levels less than 
0.2%. In comparison, only 6% of the grafted Sultana 
vines showed low phosphorus status. 

Potassium, calcium and magnesium most own 
root Sultana vines contained adequate levels of 
potassium, calcium and magnesium in petioles at 
flowering. However, this was not the case for the 
grafted Sultana vines because about one third of these 
vines showed high potassium and low magnesium 
status. Growers who heavily fertilise grafted Sultana 
vines with potassium-containing fertilisers are likely to 
reduce the uptake or availability of magnesium in such 
vines (note that the reverse can also occur). 
Magnesium deficiency symptoms on older leaves of 
grafted vines can often be seen in district vineyards 
after Christmas each year, especially in light soil 
situations. The yield of such deficient vines is likely to 
be reduced compared to normal, non-deficient vines. 

Salt - (Sodium and chloride) - 41% of own root blocks 
showed high or toxic sodium and chloride status, while, 
in contrast, 94% of the grafted vine blocks showed low 
sodium and chloride status. This clearly shows the 
benefit of using Ramsey rootstock to reduce the salt 
hazard to Sultana vines. Minimising the effect of salt 
problems on vine performance in own root vines in the 
district is important and it is likely that many growers 
are trying to boost the vigour and yield of own root 
vine blocks through nitrogen fertiliser application when 
in fact they need to adopt effective salt management 
strategies. 

Micronutrients • the petiole analysis results indicate 
that manganese and iron status are important for 
Sultana vines in Sunraysia. Low levels of both 
manganese and iron were more commonly found in 
grafted Sultana/Ramsey vines than in own root vines, 
probably because of the inherently higher vigour of the 
grafted vines. Since the availability of trace elements 
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like iron and manganese is restricted in the alkaline 
soils in Sunraysia, vigorous grafted vines might be 
expected to show iron and manganese stress to a 
greater extent than slower growing own root vines. As 
a result growers are advised to monitor the trace 
element status of their vine via petiole analysis and to 
apply foliar nutrient sprays as necessary. 

Conclusions 

The Cropwatch petiole analysis service now 
available to growers has provided very useful 
information for individual growers and the industry. 
The technique takes much of the guess work out of 
preparing an appropriate and cost effective fertiliser 
program for each grower and the effort made to 
discuss the results and recommendations with 
individual growers is a worthwhile and effective 
extension aid. 

The interpretation of petiole analysis results and the 
recommendations made on vine fertiliser needs will 
become more accurate and meaningful as the results 
of research on petiole nutrient standards become 
available. This is especially true for grafted Sultana 
vines which are steadily increasing in area and 
significance in the district. 
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TOO GOOD TO FORGET 
Prepared By ADFA Food Advisory Services Department 

Om lavourile recipes are those we enjoy time and time again or perhaps we don't like to have them 
too ol!en so we can really enjoy them on special occasions! 

Try some ol these recipes that are regularly requested lrom Food Advisory Services. Maybe they will 
become lavomiles lor your family if they are not already. 

125g 
i 
i 
2 

1/4 

i 

BANANA LOAF 

butter 
cup caster sugar 
teaspoon vanilla essence 
eggs 
leaspoon bicarbonate of soda 
cup mashed ripe bananas 
(approximately 2 large 
bananas) 

1
/3 cup natural yoghUI1 
·1 cup chopped pecan nuts 
i cup sultanas 

Cream butter and sugar until soft 
and fluify. 

Add eggs one at a time, beating 
well after each addition. Add 
vanilla essence. 

Fold in the sifted dry ingredients 
alternately with the combined 
mashed banana and yoghurt. Stir 
through pecan nuts and sultanas. 

Divide mixture between 2 greased 
and lined 19cm x 9cm loaf pans. 
Bake in moderate oven 
approximately ·1 hour or until 
cool<ed wtl8n tested. 

Let stand in pan ·t 0 minutes 
before turning out to cool on wire 
rack. 

BRt\I~D1f RAISIN PUDDING 

11
/2 cups seeded raisins, finely 

chopped 
cup boiling water 
teaspoon bicarbonate soda 

i 25g butier, softened 
1 cup caster sugar 
2 eggs 
2 cups flour 
·1 teaspoon baking powder 
1 cup chopped walnuts 

Syrup 
"1

1 
/2 cups sugar 

3
/4 cup water 

GOg butter 
1
/2 cup brandy 
i teaspoon vanilla essence 
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Combine half the seeded rarsrns, 
boiling water, soda, then set aside. 

Cream together butter, sugar until 
light and fluffy. Add eggs one at 
time beating well. Sift together 
flour, baking powder, fold into 
creamed mixture. 

Stir in walnuts and remaining 
seeded raisins. Mix with cooled 
raisin mixture. 

Pour mixture into large, greased 
baking pan approximately 23 x 33 
x Scm, bake in a moderate oven 
40 minutes, or until cooked when 
tested. 

Pierce surtace all over with a fine 
skewer. Pour branch syrup over. 

Serve warm or chilled with 
whipped cream. 

SUE'S CURRANT SLICE 

125g puff pastry 
1 cups cream 
1 cup currants 

1
/2 cup sugar 

Line a shallow pan 
approximately 27cm x 23cm with 
the pastry, prick well, and bake in 
a hot oven until crisp and golden 
brown. 

Gently simmer the cream, 
currants and sugar together until 
the mixture is thick. 

Spread over the prepared pastry 
base and leave to cook before 
slicing. 

PINEAPPLE FRUITCAKE 

750g mixed dried fruit 
1 cup soft brown sugar 

1
/2 cup brandy or sherry 

1
/3 cup cold water 
1 cup crushed pineapple 

(including juice) 
185g butter, chopped 

3 eggs, beaten 
11

/4 cups plain flour 
1 cup self-raising flour 

1
/4 teaspoon bicarbonate soda 

1
!2 teaspoon mixed spice 

1
/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon 

1
/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg 

1
/4 teaspoon ground ginger 

Place mixed dried fruit, sugar, 
brandy, water, crushed pineapple 
and butter in a saucepan. 

Bring to the boil, stirring 
continuously. Simmer over a 
medium heat for 3 minutes. Allow 
to cool. 

Add eggs then fold in sifted 
flours, soda and spices. 

Place in a 23cm cake pan which 
has been lined with a layer of 
brown paper or foil and 2 layers of 
greaseproof paper. 

Bake in a slow oven for 
approximately 21

/4 hours or until 
cooked when tested. Allow to cool 
in the pan before turning out. 

To decorate the cake, slice red 
and green glace cherries, dip in 
warned sieved apricot jam and form 
a border around edge of cake. 

This is best done the day before 
serving. 

KISH MISH 

500g dried tree fruits (pears, 
peaches, apricots, nectarines, 
apple rings, prunes) 

1
/2 cup seeded raisins 

1
/2 cup sultanas 
4 cinnamon sticks 
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1 tablespoon thinly sliced glace 
ginger or 8 cardamon pods 

1
/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg 
1 cup freshly squeezed orange 

juice 
3
/4 cup brandy or dry white wine 

Light Sugar Syrup: 

11
/2 cups water 

1
/2 cup sugar 

Combine all ingredients except 
brandy in a saucepan and gently 
heat until plumped, approximately 7 
minutes. Allow to cool and add 
brandy. 

Remove cinnamon sticks and 
refrigerate in a sealed container. 
Serve with whipped cream and a 
sprinkling of nutmeg. 

Light Sugar Syrup: 

Combine water and sugar in a 
saucepan. Heat mixture stirring 
until syrup is dissolved. 

Boil for 5 minutes. 

RAGOUT OF BEEF 
AND RED PEPPERS 

1 kg chuck steak 
1
/4 cup plain flour 

salt and pepper, to taste 
4 tablespoons oil 
2 large onions, thinly sliced 
2 red peppers, seeded and 

chopped 
2 cloves garlic, crushed 

11
/2 cups red wine 
1 tablespoon tomato paste 

11
/2 cups muscatels 
2 red peppers, halved and 

seeded 
2 teaspoons green 

peppercorns, drained 

Trim all fat from the steak. Slice 
into small strips. 

Combine flour with salt and 
pepper. 

Toss beef strips through flour. 
Heat oil in heavy saucepan. 

Brown beef on all sides, a few 
pieces at a time. Remove from 
pan. 

Lightly fry onion until softened. 
Add chopped red pepper and 
garlic. 
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When peppers are soft, stir in red 
wine, stock and tomato paste. 

Return beet strips to saucepan 
and add muscatels. Cover and 
simmer for 11

/2 · 2 hours. 
Grill remaining peppers until skins 

blister. Peel and cut into strips. 
When beef is cooked transfer to 

a warm serving dish. 
Simmer sauce for 5·1 0 minutes to 

reduce a thicken. 
Season to taste, stir in pepper 

strips and pour over meat. 
Serve sprinkled with peppers. 

FRUITED GINGER CHICKEN 

2 large chicken 
60g butter 

1 small onion, coarsely 
chopped 

1 tablespoon finely grated 
lemon rind 

3 tablespoons seeded mustards 
2 teaspoons chopped fresh 

rosemary or 1
/4 teaspoon 

dried 
salt and pepper 

2 tablespoons oil 
1
/2 cup dried apricots 

1
/2 cup dried peaches 

1
/2 cup dried pears 

1
/3 cup dried figs 

113 cup prunes, pitted 
1
/2 cup dried apple 

11
/2 cups apple cider 

"14 cup dry white wine 
113 cups green ginger wine 

1 cinnamon stick 
3 whole cloves 

With paper towels, pat dry both 
inside and out of chicken. 

Combine 30g butter, onion, lemon 
rind, 2 teaspoons mustard, 
rosemary, salt and pepper. 

Secure chicken with skewers or 
string. 

In a large baking pan melt 
remaining butter and oil. Place 
chicken in pan and roast in 
moderate oven for approximately 
45 minutes or until cooked. 

, ; ;;' .During cooking occasionally 
spoon pan juices over chicken. 

In a saucepan combine remaining 
ingredients except mustard. Bring 
to boil then reduce head and gently 
simmer uncovered for about 20 
minutes or until fruits are soft. 

When chicken is cooked, lift from 
pan and remove skewers. 

Place chicken on a serving platter 
and keep warm. Strain pan juices 
and reserve. 

Lift fruits from liquid and arrange 
around chicken. 

Add reserved pan juices to fruit 
liquid. Bring to boil then reduce 
heat and simmer for 3 minutes. 

Remove cinnamon stock and 
cloves and stir in remaining 
mustard. 

Spoon sauce over chicken and 
fruits and serve remaining sauce 
separately. 
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PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR 

for the regulation of bud burst in table grapes 
If you could manage your grapes to produce 

a more uniform fruit size, to mature at the right 
time, and to mature together, then picking 
costs would be reduced, quality increased, 
and returns increased. 

VI L 
IRYMPLE MERBEIN 
15th Street, Commercial Street, 

Irymple. Merbein. 
24 5704 25 2304 

Dormex growth regulator can help you 
achieve those goals in a cost-effective way. A 
successful harvest starts with a uniform bud 
break. Dormex promotes even bud burst to 
get your grapes off to an even start. 

F s s 
MERBEIN RED CLIFFS 
Main Avenue, Laurel Avenue, 

Merbein. Red Cliffs. 
25 2402 24 2102 

MIL DURA 
Etiwanda Avenue, 

Mildura. 

COOMEALLA 
Silver City H/way, 

Coomealla. 

ROBINVALE 
Moore Street; 

Robinvale. 
26 3904 
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